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COMMON HALF YEARLY EXAMINATION – DECEMBER 2015 
STANDARD – XII 

LANGUAGE – PART II ENGLISH - PAPER – I 
 
SECTION - A (Vocabulary – Lexical competencies) Mark : 30 

I A) Appropriate Meanings (5 x 1 =5 ) 

1. A 2. A 3. A 4. C 5. C 
B] Most accurate opposite (5 x 1 = 5) 

6. C 7.B 8. B 9. C 10. C 
C ] Answer any ten of the following : (10 x 2 = 20) 

11. Fungus - fungi / child – children (any suitable sentence) 
12. Put on airs = behave in an unnatural way to impress others (any sentence tobring out 
this meaning. 
13. VCR = Video Cassette Recorder . (any suitable sentence) 
14. blew , blue 
15. helicopter + airport + heliport. (any suitable sentence) 
16. des-pe-rate, in-tel-li-gent, ro-bot, ap-pre-ci-a-tion 
17. escape (any suitable sentences framed using ‘escape’ as a noun and a verb.) 
18. Rubber = eraser (any suitable sentence) 
19. eye witness (any suitable sentence) 
20. prefix : im / suffix : let (any suitable sentence) 
21. Verb +gerund b. noun + adjective 
22. look after = keep under careful scrutiny 
Look into = examine / study (any sentence to bring out this meaning.) 
23. Cafeteria = café and Laboratory = Lab (any suitable sentence) 
 
Section - B (Grammatical Competencies) Mark : 20 

24. should / must 25. Was playing 26. Need 27. Were 28. Who 29. Where 
30. Despite / in spite of 
31. ASVOA 32. Impersonal 33. What 
B] Transform the following sentences ( 5 x 2 = 10) 

34. Rani asked her mother where she had kept her pen. The Mother replied her 
that she would find the pen in the same place where she had kept it. Rani told 
her mother that she could not find it and requested her to help her. 
35. Were it not for the expenses involved, I would go by air. 
36. Due to the construction of more buildings and roads , the natural habitat of 
animals is shrinking. 
37. If you look at the signature carefully you will know that it is forged. 
38. You work hard or you will not clear the semester. 
 

Section – C 
III A Identify each of the following … (5) 

39. Commerce 40. Athletics 41. Agriculture 42. Medicine 43. Cooking 
B. Read the following passage and answer the questions (5 x 2 = 10) 

44. Morning Time. 
45. Dew – drops 
46. A brisk walk invigorates us / good exercise.. 
47. no disturbance in the morning / much oxygen 
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48. a park or a garden. 
Section - D (Writing Competencies – prose ) marks – 15 

IV 49 – 51 Textual prose paragraphs 1 x 5 = 5 

content – (60%) 

Language, style and organization – (40%) 

Correct answer with all points with no mistakes. 4 Marks 

Correct answer with a few mistakes. 3 marks 

Answer with a few points 2 Marks 

Answer with a few point and many mistakes 1 Mark 

Irrelevant answer No mark 
B] Write an essay in about 250 words (10) 
52 - 54 ( Any one essay) content – (60%) 
* Language, style and organization – (40%) 
* Exceptionally good essay 9 Marks 
* Good essay without mistakes 8 Marks 
* Good essay with a few mistakes 7 Marks 
* Answer with relevant points with a few mistakes 6 Marks 
* Answer with some points with mistakes 5 Marks 
* Answer with few points with many mistakes 4 Marks 
* Answer with many mistakes 3 Marks 
* Irrelevant Answer No mark 
 

Section - E (Literary Competencies - poetry ) Marks : 20 
V A] Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer the questions given… 
(6) 

55. It is a temporary camp made by the soldiers. 

56. Hedgerows are the rows of bushes or low tress along the sides of a road / 
Plants that are grown as fence 
57. Human Soul 
58. Etna is a volcano is Sicily. 
59. It means a glass of beer or alcoholic beverages. 
60. It means that English belongs to Germanic, an Indo – Aryan Language. 
B] Read the following three sets of lines and answer the questions…. (3) 

61. Metaphor 
62. Brown, Burning , Bowels 
63. The Bible (These are the opening lines of the Gospel according to St.John. 
C] ERC ( 2 x 3 = 6) 

64. Women’s Rights By Annie Louisa Walker. 
65. English Words By V.K.Gokak. 
66. The man He killed By Thomas Hardy. 
D] Answer any one of the following (5 x 1 = 5) 

67 - 69 ( Any one) content – (60%) 
Language, style and organization – (40%) 
Correct answer with all points with no mistakes 4 Marks 
Correct answer with a few points 3 Marks 
Answer with a few points 2 Marks 
Answer with a few points and many mistakes 1 Mark Irrelevant answer No marks 


